Milly in trouble...
first with the helicopter...
THIRD IN A SERIES OF FOUR SHORT STORIES
BASED ON THE LIFE OF A SEARCH AND RESCUE DOG

Milly Morning
hump... thump... thump.... the noise grew louder and louder ‘til I couldn’t bear it
anymore.... a pungent, acrid smell of aviation fuel filled my nostrils... a terrifying down
draft of air was sucking the life out of me... just out of the corner of my eye a massive
yellow object descended from the sky.
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Search dogs

Vaguely I could
Special
hear
Human running
behind me, her
voice loud and
desperate, lost in
the noise, smell
and maelstrom of
air movement.
She
found
me
cowering and shaking
uncontrollably
in
the
doorway of a building, on her face
a look of mixed stress and sympathy.
Gently she picked me up, held me in her arms
and carried me across to the safe haven of my
kennel in the back of the car. I’d really like to
trust her; I should know that she would never
let me come to any harm. But when natural
survival instincts take over, any sort of doggie
sense just goes out of the window.
I’m five years old now; you would have
thought I would have got used to helicopters.
I’ve even been taken to see a dog
psychologist, (who incidentally even asked
questions about my bowel movements!) in
order to ‘de-sensitise’ myself to the
horrendous yellow beast. But to no avail. A
helicopter only has to appear on the horizon
and I’m quaking in my paws. The ‘doggie
psycho’ gave Special Human a CD of
helicopter noises, the idea was to de-sensitise
me to the noise and make it seem normal.
NORMAL??!! There’s nothing normal about
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a huge noisy, smelly, yellow beast descending
from the sky. I ask myself... NORMAL I’d rather
run over a cornice, which incidentally I tried
one day on Glas Maol. What a ride that was!!!
Special Human was traumatised.
You would think that if I was so scared of
something, Special Human would be good
enough to keep me away from them. But oh
no.... as often as not I’m trussed up in my full
body harness (I’ve included a picture for you
here – how undignified is that????) held real
tight and woman-handled onto the helicopter.
My last helicopter epic was on Ben Nevis, just
check out my look of disgust! Tell you what,
I’d much rather jump than stay inside....

...and then
with the snowboard...
I’ve been around skiers and snowboarders
all of my life. Special Human worked in the ski
area so it seemed pretty normal for me to see
Humans whizzing down the hill when the snow
arrived. A close shave early on as a young
pup, was pivotal in my education and self
preservation around skis. Special
Human’s best buddy Fran, tried to mow
me down on the south side of
Cairngorm; luckily I slipped between her
legs at the last minute and avoided a
disaster. Since then I’ve learnt to be very
respectful of those pointy, sharp things
and kept well out of the way... until...
Dark red blood seeped from my leg and
across the snow as the searing pain
registered. The snow boarder had run over
my back leg. The cut was clean and sharp
like a knife where the metal edge of the
board had sliced through flesh, tendons and
an artery... Blood pumped from the artery as I
thrashed in panic and pain. Special Human
wrapped a bandage around my leg, but it
didn’t stem the flow. Ruari rushed us down the
hill on the back of a skidoo blood pouring over
me, over Special Human and all over the seat
of the shiny new skidoo. I didn’t understand, I
struggled and writhed as Ruari tried to calm
me down and strap on extra bandages.
‘Pressure and elevation’ I heard a panicked
Human cry – what were they going to do? Turn
me upside down?
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An eventful drive ensued; me pouring blood
in the rear of the car, Special Human driving in
ski boots, 25 miles to the nearest vets,
stressed. If that wasn’t bad enough as I was
lifted from the car and carried into the vets,
Special Human slipped on the smooth floor in
her ski boots and we both went flying in a pool
of blood. Not the most dignified of entrances I
would say!
The vets (bless them) saved the day and
more importantly my life. A drip, internal and
external stitches and three months recovery
saw me bouncing back to relative normality.
Oh and did I tell you about that dreaded
‘lampshade’? You can see it in the photo here
– sorry state I look eh? They MADE ME wear it
for SIX weeks! It seemed like a good idea to
lick and chew at my wound every time they
took it off, cos’ that’s what us dogs do. Special
Human didn’t quite see it that way. One day I
jumped in the loch with the ‘lampshade’ on, it
caused a bit of a stir... but that’s another story.
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